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Founder'~

Day A Blast

.

Nobel Prize Winner at Ursinus
by Katie Cyr '86
On Sunday, November 7, Bomberger of Medicine and Anthropology at the
Hall was the setting for Ursinus' annual University of Pennsylvania.
Founders' Day convocation. There was a
Dr. Livingood, a 1932 graduate of
-good turnout for this year's ceremony, Ursinus,is the executive director of the
which honored three outstanding physi- American Board of Dermatology and a
cians.
faculty. member at the University of
The featured speaker at the convocation Michigan Medical School. In addition, he is
was William Y. Rial, M.D., pres~dent of chairman emeritus of the department of
the American Medical Association, who dermatology at Henry Ford Hospital, and
received the Doctor of Science degree. Alsc. serves as team physician to the Detroit
receiving this degree were Baruch S. Tigers baseball team.
Blumberg, M.D. and Clarence s. Livingood .
During the ceremony thirteen underDr. Blumberg, a Nobel Prize Winner, is graduates received degrees. The program
an associate director of clinical research, was complemented by two choral selecsenior member of the Institute for Cancer tions presented by the Meistersingers,
Research. He is also a University Pr~~essor under the direction of John French.

ray Co t
Speaker at Founder's Day addresses College Community In Bomberger,
November 7.

Life in the Fast Lane

"at W· m

by Sara Seese' 86
Since students are consistently not ' on Dece.mber 6.
taking their trays up tq the dish counter
Prizes to be awarded include pairs or
when they have finished a meal, Dean tickets to the 76'ers game of January 19,
Richard J. Whatley is holding a contest 1983, and coupons for McDonald's, Burger
over . the next few weeks to encourage King and Rustler's Steak House. Every
students to clear their tables.
prize is to be awarded, so there will be a
Beginning on Monday, November 15, redrawing if there are unclaimed prizes.
someone will be by the tray return area
Dean Whatley hopes that students will
handing out numbered. tickets at certain develop the habit of clearing their tables
times during breakfast, lunch, and dinner. and thus will continue to return their trays
As a student brings a tray in, he will be after the contest ends.
given a ticket, qualifying him for a prize
By conducting the contest on the pattern
drawing.
of K-Mart's "Blue light specials," Dean
The contest will span a period of three Whatley hopes to make the contest fun and
weeks, and the prize drawing will be held fair for everyone.

by Beverly Bergey' 84
While America begins preparation for programs.
the celebration of Thanksgiving, many
The U.S.G.A. would also like the faculty,
people throughout the world are uncertain staff, administration, and the community
as to how they will feed themselves and to participate. Dave Borgstrom, U.S.G.A.
their families. Starvation and death due to president, is requesting that these indimalnutrition are real problems that many viduals fast and donate the money they
countries are faced with today.
would have spent on lunch to the Oxfam
This Thanksgiving, Ursinus students can America fund. Donations should be sent to
express their gratitude for what they have Fast for a World Harvest in care of Dave
by doing something to combat world Borgstrom, U.S.G.A. president, Ursinus
hunger. On November 18, the Thursday College.
before Thanksgiving, the Ursin us Student
The goals of the fast extend beyond just
Government Association would like sturaising money, for it is hoped that the fast
dents to participate in the Fast for a World
will increase one's awareness of what it is
Harvest. All one has to do to participate is
like to go without food, and develop a
to give up eating l~nch on this day. The
better understanding of other people and
money that the food service saves will be
their cultures. Therefore, participants are
asked to refrain from eating not just at the
donated to Oxfam America.
Oxfam America, which is one of six
cafeteria, but at other places as well.
independent international organizations,
Not only will the Ursinus community be
will use the donations to help alleviate
fasting, but many other schools, universities, churches and community groups
poverty and malnutrition in 33 of the
poorest countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin
across the United States will be involved.
America. However, unlike some organizaIn order for the fast to be successful,
tions, the money will be used to help the
everyone's efforts are needed. Giving up IlIIltell'lUl,tlOIDai
people help themselves. This is accomIqnch for one day is a small sacritice for a ITll)b(tku
pUshed by the purchase of tools and seeds
worthy cause Won't YOU please
for agricultural and economic development
participate?

International Accord Signed
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Berry Brings About Changes
bv Perry Romer '84

During this year, Ursinus College curriculum experienced changes, particularly in
political science and mathematics. These
revisions centered around a change in the
basic requirements for majors in both
fields. In a few other majors, change
involved only the re-wording of course
descriptions in the college catalog.
In a recent interview with department
chairman Dr. Nicholas Berry, it was
learned that changes in the political
science curriculum were initiated after a
series of meetings within the department.
According to Berry, the department had
been seeking "an all-purpose curriculum
that would work for majors (political
science and non-majors alike."
This newly-revised course of study is t~e'
result of three important changes. The first
establishes the basic 100-level course as
the foundation for the major. A second
change makes all courses for political
science one semester courses. The reason
for this is that two-semester courses crowd
the semester. Now, instead of having
thirteen 200-level and seven 300-level
courses, there will be four 200-level and
,seventeen 300-level courses. "It will make
instruction more advanced," says Berry,
"and more specific in title." Finally, a
third change will give the student more
choice in course selection.

In addition to the previous three measures, the department plans to integrate
methodology into most of its courses. Berry
comments, "methodology alone has no
purpose ... the student has to see its
practical application."
Currently, students can choose a concentration in American Government, Comparative Politics, International Politics, and
Political Theory. When asked whether
increased enrollment will result with the
new changes, Berry's answer was that the
department could lose a few stUdents
because of the "more rigorous courses."
His belief that political science prepares
students for the widest selection of careers
is evident when he says "these new and
exciting courses could draw people in."
The new political science curriculum will
go into effect for the 1983-84 school year.
A similar series of changes also occurred
in the Mathematical Sciences. For all
majors in mathematics, Computer Programming I will become a requirement.
The department will also introduce a new
course, 050-110 Precalculus. This course is
intended to prepa,re the student for
Mathematical Sciences 111 and 112. These
basic changes have not yet been passed by
the faculty, but they will be reconsidered
by the Academic Council on November 17.

Eclectic Exhibit
by Anson K. Brown'86
the ridges, creating interesting and pretty
Last Saturday, November 6, a new art
patterns. Varied colors and stitch direcexhibit arrived in the magazine section of
tions are enhanced by the folding of
Ursinus' Myrin Library. The theme of this
segments of the paper into geometrical and
exhibit is "Thread Embossment," a term
symmetrical areas.
coined by its creator, Dr. Herbert Appelson
This artwork is so unusual that any
A professor of art at Glassboro State
description will not suffice. Therefore, the
College, he also exhibits his artwork
only logical solution is to actually go and
throughout the United States and in
see it! The exhibit will remain on the
Florence, Italy.
In his technique he employs two materiUrsinus campus until December 3, and all
artwork is available for sale.
als. The first of these is thick white paper
which has been uniformly embossed,
forming a series of raised dots. He then
uses the second ingredient, different
colored threads, to "sew stitches" through

President's Corner ...,
by President Richard P. Richter
There once was a college far from here. Its students were bright and it was known
for its very competitive academic program. But the dean was worried. A friend from
another town had called him about a neighbor whQse son was an applicant for
admission.
"This young man and has parents came on campus last week and liked it. But they
were amazed to see your students walking around the place in the open drinking
beer. The parents wanted to know if you're running a party school."
It was the third time in a week that the dean had heard a similar comment. He
called in a student leader and told him about the problem.
"Students vaguely know there's a rule against drinking on the open campus," said
the student leader. "But it doesn't mean anything. If you could tell them why they
shouldn't do it, I think they would be reasonable and restrain themselves."
The dean was a seasoned if not hardened professional. "Words, words, words,"
he mumbled after the student leader left his office. But as the afternoon sun was
turning red in the tower window facing the campus, he began scribbling on his yellow
tablet. And this is what he wrote:
"(1) Why? For your own SELF-RESPECT: The college assumes, for educational
purposes, that students are responsible adults capable of self-restraint appropriate to
a giv~n social situation. Since the college, the townspeople and parents think of
outdoor drinking as undesirable, students ought to acknowledge public expectations
and modify their personal behavior as a matter of adult self-respect." ("Words," he
grumbled.)
"(2) Why? For public SA,FETY: Outdoor drinking can result in hazardous broken
glass on campus. Bottles and cans, moreover, can become dangerous missiles.
Responsible adults ought to oppose the resulting hazards of personal safety."
("Words, words," he muttered.) 3. Why? \ For your own REPUTATION: Students come here overwhelmingly
because of its a'cademic reputation. If students carry and consume beer etc.
indiscriminately on the open campus, sooner or later we will build in the eyes of the
public a different reputation. The public behavior of students on a campus helps
determine and to reflect the prevailing style and value system of the coll~ge in
question. A college depends for its reputation on a thousand times a thousand
events, each in itself insignificant, save for the contribution it makes to the total
impression of the place in the minds of many people.
.
"To a student enjoying a beer in the sun, it might seem absurd to suggest that he
can tarnish the reputation of this college and therefore reduce the quality of his own .
diploma. But quantity can become quality. Multiply the number of students enjoying
a beer and multiply the number of times that number of students is observed
drinking in the sun, and the reputation will change at some point." (Words, words,
WORDS," he asserted.)
"(4) Why? For the sake of the LAW: Authorities have come down o~ students at
colleges where drinking has been considered a special problem. A student at a
private college enjoys no immunity. A sure way to send bad signals to the public
authorities is to flaunt beer etc. in public." ("WORDS, WORDS, WORDS," he
erupted.)
The sky by now \vas black outside the tower window facing the campus. He balled
'
up the paper on which he wrote and tossed it into the waste basket.
Then he threw open the window and shouted out into the night. "JUST CUT IT
OUTI"
He left the office a hardened professional.

SKI ,VERMONT
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Reg.istrar Announl;e~ ' Finals Schad.ule
ANTHIi:O 101
BIOLOGY 101
BIOLOGY 111
BIOLOGY 21~;
BIOLOGY 22~~
'BIOLOGY 31"7
BIOLOGY 333
BIOLOGY 335
, BIOLOGY 415
BIOLOGY 42~5
CHEMISTRY 101
CHEMISTRY 111
CHEMISTRY 203
' CHEMISTRY 207
CHEMISTRY :509
CHEMISTRY 309A
CHEMISTRY 311
CHEMISTRY 32:1.
CHEMISTRY 413
CHEMISTRY 413('-}
COMM. ARTS 201
COMM. ARTS 201
COMM. ARTS 201
COMM. ARTS 201
COMM. ARTS 201
COMM. ARTS 201
COMM. ARTS 201
COMM. ARTS 201
COMM. ARTS 201
ECON. 101 I
ECON. 101 I I
ECON. :I. 0 1 I I I
ECON. 101 V
ECON. 101 VI
ECON. :1.01 VII
ECON. :1.01 VIII
[CON.-ll1 I
. [CON. 111 I I
ECON. 111 I I I
ECON. :I. 11 I V
[CON. 11:L V
[CON. 201
ECON. 242
ECON. 306 I
ECON. 306 II
ECON. 30} 1
ECON. 30} II
ECON. 3:1.3 I
ECON. 316.1
ECON. 318 I
ECON. 3:1.8 II

1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
:1.:00
9:00
<J: 00
1,:00
:1.:00
9:00
:1.:00
9:00
t9:00
:1.:00

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A. M.

P.M.
P.M.
A. M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.

9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
I
II
III
IV
IX
V
VI
VII
VII

9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1.:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1. : 00 P. M•
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1. : 00 P. M.
. 9: 00 A. M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9tOO A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
THURS. EVE
:1.:00 P.M.
<y : () 0 A. f1

MONDAY EVE
9:00 A.M~
9:00 A.M.
WED.EVE

ECON. 325 I
ECON. 325 II
ECON. 325 III
ECON. 325 IV
ECON. 435 I
ECON. 435 II
ECON. 435 III
ECON. 437
ECON. 464
ENG.COMP.l01 10,li
ENG.COMP.l0l 1,2,3
ENG.COMP.l0l 4,5,7
ENG.COMP.l01
6,8,9,12
.
ENGLISH COMP 205
ENGLISH tOMP. 234
ENGLISH LIT. 203 I
ENGLISH LIT. 203 II
ENGLISH LIT. 209 I
ENGLISH LIT. 213
ENGLISH LIT. 219 I
ENGLISH LIT. 219 II

DEC

:L:'~ l'

19B2

[lEC :1. 3" :I. 9B2

DEC
nEC
DEC
DEC

13,,:1. 982
1l" :1.9B2
:1.3,,1902
:I. ~~;" :I. 982

Lf:)B~~354

040-001
LSEt-107
l.SB-3~jO
l.SB ·-3~;0

LSB-·354
018·..·3:1.5
018-108
018 -", 315
018-108
O:L8-21:1.

0:1. 8~"L.AB
0:1.8-305
0 :1.8-2:1. :L
018-2:1.1
O:L8-LAB
RIT-202
RIT-202
RIT-202
H.1+-208
RIT-202
H.H-208
H.H-208
RIT-202
RIT-.. 202
003-212
003-200
040·_·005
00~5-:l.06

003,,-100
00:3--212
003--:1. 08
003-1.20
003--2:1. 1
003-<1.20
003-,,212
003·_·211
040,--008
O:LB ..·· :1.19
003-2:Ll

[lEC 10!l 1982

003-- :1.02

:1.:00 P.M.

[lEC :1.:1. !I 19B2
DEC :I. ~j " :I. 982

003 ,,-200

:I. <?B2

00:3·-:1. 02
003,,-102

[lEC

1~; I'

l:OO P.M.
9!OO A.M.

DEC If.>!I:1. 902
DEC 14,,:L 9U2
[lEC If.> !1:1.982

{"; :J2..Q A...t..M.t_

DEC :L'~ '. L?t~?

003 ..··:1. Of.>
04()--008
003··.. 100
() 0 3.:.:::212

003-109
040-008
003-200
040-008
003-108
003-100
003-200
003-014
003-109
040-001
040-001
003-120

1:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.

DEC 11, 1982
DEC 13,1982
DEC 13, 1982
DEC 11,,1982
DEC :1.3" 1982
DEC 14, 1982
DEC 15, 1982
DEC115,1982
DEC115,1982
DEC 14,1982
DEC 14,1982
DEC 14,1982
DEC114,1982

018~-108

9:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
9:00

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.f1.

DEC 16,1982
DEC115,1982
DEC, 11 , 1982
DEC114,1982
DECI 1"7, 1982
DECI 11 , 1982
DEC 15, 1982
DEC 14,1982

040-004
018-102F
040-004
040-007
018-016A
040-012
003-108
003-108

WILL'S MOBIL
Service Station
Gelleral Re,airs & Towill.

COLt8GlMW!. PA.

[tEC :I. b S' 1. 982

040-001
018 - l08
01.8 - 108
LSB-350

:1. : 00 P. M•
9: 00 A + M (.
<,:00 A.M
(J:OO A.M.

. WllL_~

WA MAIN STIBBTS

~

DEC. 15,1982
[lEC 14,1982
DEC 1'7 , 1982
[lEC 11, 1982
DEC 17" 1982
DEC 14, :1.982
DEC 11" 1·982
[lEC 17,,:L 982
[tEC 13" 1982
DEC 11 S' 1982
DEC 1:5,,:1. 982
DEC :1. 1 S' 1982
[lEC 1:1. S' :1.982
DEC 1"7,,:1. 982
[lEC :1.:1. S' 1982
DEC :I. 5, :1.982
DEC :1.1,:1. 982
DEC 16 S' :1.982
[lEC :1.3" :1.982
nEC 15,,1982
DEC 10,1982
[tEC 17, 1982
[lEC 13,,:1. 9B2
DEC :1.3,1. 982
DEC 14,1982
DEC :L 1 " 1. 982
[tEC 16 S' 1982
DEC 11,:1. 982
DEC 13,,:1. 982
DEC :1.1,,:1. 982
DEC :I. 7" 1982
DEC 17, :1.982
DEC 13,:1. 982
(lEe l:L S' :I. 982
DEC 16 ~ 1. 9B2
DEC :1.5,,1982
DEC :1.1,,1982

489-9956

THE TOWNE FLORIST
Corsages and Flowers
for All Uninus Events
331 Main Street

Collegeville, Pa.

ENGLISH LIT. 305
ENGLISH LIT. 315
ENGLISH LIT. 339
FINE ARTS 303 I
FINE ARTS 303 II
FINE ARTS201
FRENCH 101 1,2
FRENCH 203 1,2,3
FRENCH 305
FRENCH 313
FRENCH 315 1
FRENCH 315 2
GEOLOGY 101
GERMAN 305
GERMAN, 307
GERMAN 309
.GREEtS 101
_ GREEK \203
H & P.E. 131
H & P.E. 241
H & P. E • .351
H & P~E. 355
H & P.E. 363
H & P.E. 365
HISTORY 101
HISTORY 213
HISTORY 301
HISTORY 311
HISTORY 315
HISTORY 321
HISTORY 323
HISTORY 337
HISTORY 339
HISTORY 409
HISTORY 429
HISTORY 431
LATIN 101
LATIN 203
HATH 101 I
MATH 101 II
MATH 101 III
MATH 101 IV
MATH 101 V
MATH 101 VI
HATH 10~
MATH 111 II
MATH 111 III
MATH 111 IV
HATH 1·71
MATH 211 I
HATH 211 II
MATH 235
MATH 241 I
MATH 241 II
HATH 241 III
MATH 271 I
MATH 271 II
HATH 311
HATH 335
MATH 341
HATH 371
MATH 451
HATH-PHYSIC
111(INT)
MATH-PHYSIC
111(INT)

9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1'00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
}.:OO P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
FRIDAY EVE
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
,9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9':00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P>M>
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
~:OO P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
9: 00 A. H.•
1:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
9: 00 A. M'.

DEC 16,1982
RIT-202
DEC 13,1982
040-011
DEC! 13,1982
040-011
DEC' 11 , 1 982
010-100A
DEC· 15 , 1 982
010-201A
DEC· 16,1982
040-001
DEC: 16,1982
018-108
018-108
DEC' 16,1982
040-008
DEC 16,1982
DEC 11,1982
LIB-317
H.H-202
DEC 13,1982
DEC' 11 , 1982
H.H-202
DEC 10,1982
018-211
LIB-317
DEC 13,1982
LIB-317
DEC 15,1982
DEC 16,1982
LIB-317
DEC 13,1982
040-004
DEC 16,1982 LIB-225
DEC 15,1982
H.H-202
DEC 10,1982
H.H-211
DEC 17,1982
H.H-202
DEC 14,1982 H.H-202
DEC,17,1982
H.H-202
[lECl 11 , 1982 H.H-202
DEC 11 , 1982 040-001
003-100
.DECt 11, 1982
DEd 13,1982 003-211
DEC 16,1982 003-211
DEC 16,1982 003-120
DEC 11,1982 003-120
DEC 15,1982 003-211
DED 14,1982 040-010
DEC: 10,1982 003-014
ItECll0,1982 LIB-225
DEC115,1982 LIB .... 225
DEC! 14,1982 LIB-225
DEC. 13, 1982 040-004
DECi 11 , 1982 040-004
DEC: 17, 1982 . 003-120
DEC ' 11 , 1982 018-102A
DE C, 1 7 , 1 982 018-102A
DEC' 17',1982 003-120
DECI 13,1982 018-016A
DEC: 13, 1982 018-103
DEC113,1982 0i'8-102A
DECI17, 1982 . 018-103
DEClll , 1982 018-103
DEC115,1982 018-103,
DECJ 16,1982 0180108
DECI i 1 ,1982 018-103
DEC113,1982 018-103
DEC117,1982 018-016B
DECll1 , 1982 018-001
DECll1 , 1982 018-001
DEC116,1982 018-103
DECI 13, 1982 018-108
DEC! 16,1982 018-102A
DEC114,1982 018-102F
DEC' 16,1982 018-102F
DEC113,1982 018-102F
DECll1 , 1982 018-102A
DEC113,1982 018-102F
DEClll, 1982
018-108

9:00 A.M.

DEC113,1982

018-108

(coat.

OD

paae 5)

r------------.,
.i Longacre's ~ I

ICollegeville . ~ I
I Bakery 489-4299 i
i
i

473 Main St., Collegeville
8peel.lII.. Include:

.

~

J

i
~
i
Hours Tues-Thurs 8-6; Frl 8-8
i
i____________
-.1~
l,
Sat 8-4; Closed Sunday & Monday
r

Blrthd.y .k.. ~ Cookl.., Bun.
HomemHe PI.. & C.k..
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Reviews by Romer
by Perry Romer '84
Did you ever get the impression that
Sylvester Stallone doesn't know the
meaning of the word "pain?" Obviously that beating he received from
"Mr. T." in "Rocky III" wasn't
enough to convince the muscular
cinematic masochist. Who said the
boxing ring was big enough to hold
Stallone anyway? Well he's at it again,
but this time instead of running for a
title through the streets of South
Ph illy , he's running for his life in the
cold and unfriendly winderness of
Washington (the state). His new flick
is called "First Blood," but after all
the bleeding, it's a wonder he has any
of the red stuff left at all.
The movie is basically one gigantic
chase scene that entails everything
from the local police and national
guard to an old man whose pack of
hungry Dobermans join the chase
because they "need the exercise." It
all begins when John Rambo, played
by Stallone, drifts into a small town in
search of a friend from his days as a
Green Beret in Vietnam. Rambo
doesn't find the guy, but he does
manage to find himself in jail after
getting on the "wrong side" of the
law. On a charge bordering vagrancy
and obstruction of justice, Rambo
undergoes treatment that reminds him
of the torture he suffered at the hands
of the Viet Congo
A "flashback'~ couldn't come at a
better time, and Rambo manages to
escape his captors in a flurry of fists
and feet ala Bruce Lee. After commandeering a motorcycle, Rambo
takes flight to the backwoods hoping
the terraine will be enough to deter his
pursuers in their trusty old Plymouth
Furies. His plan backfires, and the
cycle is no match for the large, rocky

lranlplanted Texan
by Duncan c. Atkins
With the appointment of Nevada
Sen. Paul Laxalt, an ideological ally
and personal friend of the President,
as head honcho over at the Republican
Committee, it becomes apparent that
Uncle Ronnie is going to seek reelection. This just goes to prove that
Reagan still has the basic instincts of a
"B" actor: if you think it will sell,
make a sequel no matter how bad the
original picture was.
To know Reagan's reasons for
seeking reelection, one must know
Reagan. You see, in the eyes of Uncle
Ron, his disaster of a Presidency is
doing America a favor. Ronnie is
weaning the State and Local governments of Federal "control," (i.e.
bankrupting them), lowering inflation
(i.e. creating record leveb of unemployment), improving America's defense (i.e. enlarging the federal
deficit). In foreign affairs he is taming
the Russian bear (i.e. unnecessarily
provoking and alienating the U~SR).
In the world according to Reagan,
these past two years have been good
for America. "Stay the course." he
urged, campaigning for last week's

Stallone Knocked Out in "First Blood"
inclines. Rambo flees on foot despite
the sheriff's warning cries that "he
won't make it."
But Rambo does make it. After all,
he once was a Green Beret, so he does
know a little bit about survival. His
makeshift garments from canvas and a
large hunting knife are his only means
of self-preservation. But Rambo never
quite gets the chance to catch his
breath. He's a study in perpetual
motion until he runs out of terra firma.
Talk about cliffhangers, Rambo's entrapment on a precipice makes him
easy prey in the sights of a high-powered ritle. But his fingers give out before his will to live does, and a
hundred foot drop is worth only a
broken arm and a few bruises.
Do miracles ever cease? Not in this
movie, as Rambo proceeds to take on
an entire police force and the national
guard. These' 'weekend warriors" get
their first taste of real-live combat
against a one-man army. But their
attempts are futile when stacked
against an expert in the trade secrets
of death. The sheriff, however,
doesn't heed Rambo's warning' 'to let
it go" when they meet face-to-face
following Rambo's ambush.
The struggle intensifies, and when
they think they have the crazed vet
trapped in a collapsed mine, he is
making his way back to town via an
Army supply truck. Meanwhile his old
commander, who has been called to
the scene, looks on with satisfaction as
his "boy" wreaks havoc. Rambo
places the entire city under siege,
systematically knocking out its sources
of power. As the town is engulfed in
flames, the movie's climax includes
the sheriff's death and a melodramatic
surrender speech by Rambo as an

appeal to the dignity of all Vietnam
vets.
"First Blood" makes up with action
what it lacks in plot. Stallone had a
hand in its production, and the role of
John Rambo seems tailored for him.
Stallone comes off as a tough, yet
sensitive hero in the Rocky Balboa
fashion. His commanding physical
presence on the screen is not enough,
however, and his heavy South Phila-

delphia accent does little for an
otherwise limp script. What this movie
may prove is that Stallone has shed
the gloves for good to find fresher
material and more versatile roles. But
if that's his goal, then "First Blood" is
a step in the wrong direction. Move
over Charlie Bronson, there's a new
"tough kid" on the block! Someone
give this movie a tourniquet while I
give it two stars.

From Bar to Bard

On Wednesday, November 10, Frank E.
Fowle, III, "The Bard," ended the fall
forum progrm on a strong note with his
recitation of Book XIV of The Diad to a
capacity crowd in Wismer Auditorium.
Dr. John Wickersham, professor of
classics, introduced Fowle, who told the
audience it was "an honor to be at
Ursinus," and dedicated his presentation
to unity and justice. Then Fowle proceded
to captivate the crowd with a dynamic
recitation of "The Seduction of Zeus,"
covering the stage like a full company of
actors. He was in constant motion,
gesturing to the audience and using verbal
characterizations to conjure up the Greek
gods and warriors.
•

At the end of the presentation, Fowle
invited the audience to an informal
question and answer session in the
Parents' Lounge. He said the purpose of a
bard is to "Keep alive for posterity the
heroic period," and feels that "Homer-'s
Diad and Odyssey are at the foundation of
western civilization." His repertoire in·
cludes several books of 'The Iliad, in
addition to other classic works.
A graduate of Washington University
Law School, Fowle has abandoned his law
practice to tour the country, bringing this
unusual art form to high schools and
colleges. He feels the ultimate fruition of
his work would be to appear on Broadway.

UPB Bus to New Market
The Union Board has arranged a bus
trip to Philadelphia for this Sunday. The
44-seat bus will leave from the bookstore
on Sunday morning at 10:30. It is
scheduled to reach the historic New Market
section at 11 :30. The bus will leave for the
return trip to Ursinus at 4:00 from The
Gallery, which is about six blocks from
New Market near Market and 8th Streets.

The price of a ticket is $3, which goes
towards offsetting the cost of Union
subsidation of the trip.
Anyone interested in going can sign
up with the house manager in the Union.
A positive response to the idea of bus
trips to Philadelphia could lead to trips to !
other places of interest in the city.

i

No Encore, Please
mid-term elections. ,. Stay the course"
to where Uncle Ronnie? To a depression? To an unnecessary confrontation
with the Soviet Union? No thanks, Mr.
President, I think I'll bolt. "Mr. Sulu
set new coordinates, Scotty Warp 9 on
my command. Get us the hell out of
here. ,~
Nancy Reagan has an interesting
point on why her husband should seek
reelection. She feels that the Presidency is in danger of becoming a one
term job. Aunt Nanc, proving that
even the most ignorant of broads
do get something out of 4 years at
Smith, does have a point. As a general
rule, incumbent Presidents have retained office when seeking reelection.
There, of course, have always been
numerous exceptions, one of the most
prominent being FDR's landmark
defeat of Herbert Hoover in J932.
Since 1960, however, when Ike retired
after completing eight years in the
White House, no President has servec
White House, no President has served
two full terms.
Nice try Nancy, but the only

President in the past twenty years,
that deserved to serve two full terms
was blown away by some bastard
madman in 1963. After J FK we' vew
madman in 1963. After JFK we've had
a succession of duds. I hope America
can survive the remainder of Reagan's
first term. To make it through another
four years of Death Valley Ron would
require an Act of God.
Obviously the GOP nomination is
the President's for the asking, so our
alternative is going to come from the
Democrats. Over here we have four
possibilities. Walter Mondale is too
tainted by his associations with Jimmy
the Jack-Ass' Pseudo Presidency and
with Hubert Horatio Humphrey's
corrupt Minneso~a Machine to warrant
my serious consideration. Teddy Kennedy is a poor imitation of Bobby and
John who at least has the right
instincts. Ted's Presidential hopes,
however, vanished that weird night
that his car went off the bridge at
Chappaquidick. Gary Hart, Senator
from Colorado, at least as the semblance of a plan but it is really no

alternative to Reagan, but rather a
watered down, ever so slightly more
palatible version thereof. John Glenn
still has his hero astronaut image and
is reasonably pragmatic, but is as
charismatic as a can of pork and
beans. So I can honestly support none
of the apparent candidates for President.
There is only one thing left to do. I
will take matters into my own hand
and run for the Presidency on a
Dirtman-Lax fusion ticket. I will run an
honest campaign ... I will have beer
bashes in the ova) office. . . I will
sa ve the world . . .
(Editor's note: Apparently at this
point, Mr. Atkins lept out on !he
balcony of New Men's Dorm and
began shouting "To Ams, To Arms
the invasion has begun." Mr. Atkins
is resting nicely at Norristown State
Hospital- and we expect to hear from
him again next week.)
(Surgeon General's note: I have
determined that soberly considering
the future of our nation is dangerous.
Don't do it, okay?)

November 12, 1981:

Immersion Excursion
by Regina ClrItella '85
The best way to become more tluent in a
meals especially enh~nce the European
foreign language is to spend time in the
atmosphere at Birch Hill.
country of that language. By completely
College undergraduates enrolled in inabandoning the native tongue, one learns
termediate level language or literature
to speak and think more naturally in the
courses are eligible to attend. All students
other language.
interested in travelling or studying abroad,
. Birch HIll is a foundation which oror simply speaking a foreign language
ganizes total immersion weekends in
more fluently, should experience Birch
Spanish, German, and French. The experiHill. The language barrier is surprisingly
ence is designed to make the student forget
lessened and often eliminated before the
that he/she is really on a farm in Malvern,
end of the weekend. The Birch Hill project
Pa. The atmosphere is informal and the
leaves students more confident and encoustudent is really able to learn what life in
raged to speak a foreign language.
Europe is like. Absolutely no one speaks
This written description of the total
English during the weekend, forcing the
immersion weekend diminishes the impact
students to forget this is America, the land
of personal experience. The weekend is
where everyone struggles to avoid foreigh
rewarding, exciting, and unique.
language requirements. Dr. Frances
For more information contact:
Hoekstra, Founder and Director of Birch
Birch Hill, Ltd.
Hill, designs the meals, games, music, and
743 Monument Road
group discussions to best accustom the
Malvern, Pa.19355
participants with life in the host country.
Telephone (215) 644·2004
Excluding the "no-English" rule, the
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USGA·Notes
Recently, the Executive Council of USGA chose 23 outstanding Ursinus seniors on
campus to be submitted to the R & R Research and Review Service. These selections
were based on academic as well as leadership abilities. Congratulations to all those
submitted who will be notified in the future.
The next USGA meeting will be November 18 at 6:30 p.m. in the Union Conference
Room. Important topics will be discussed. Get involved ... You can make a
difference I

KIm McArthur
Recording Secretary

Finals Schedule
M.USIC 203
9:00 A.M.
MUSIC 301
1:00 P.M.
PA.DUTCH STUDIES 201 9:00 A.M.
PHIL 101
1:00 P.M.
PHIL 103
1:00 P.M.
PHIL 105
1:00 P.M.
PHIL 201
1:00 P.M.
PHIL 209
9:00 A.M.
PHIL203
9:00 A.M.
PHYSICS ~03
1:00 P.M.
PHYSICS 111 I
9:00 A.M.
PHYSICS 111 II
1:00 P.M.
PHYSICS 203
1:00 P.M.
PHYSICS 203A
1:00 P.M.
PHYSICS 207
9:00 A.M.
PHYSICS 207A
9:00 A.M.
PHYSICS 315
9:00 A.M.
PHYSICS 401
1:00 P.M.
POL. SCI. 101 1
9:00 A.M.
POL. SCI. 101 2
1:00 P.M.
POL. SCI. 101 3
1:00 P.M.
POL. SCI. 101 4
9:00 A.M.
POL. SCI. 101 5
9:00 A.M.
POL. SCI. 203
9:00 A.M.
POL. SCI. 205 I
9:00 A.M.
· POL. SCI. 205 II
9:00 A.M.
POL. SCI. 207
9:00 A.M.
POL. SCI. 211
1:00 P.M.
POL. SCI. 215
1:00 P.M.
POL. SCI. 311
1:00 P.M.
POL. SCI. 313
9:00 A.M.
PSYCH. 101
1:00 P.M.
PSYCH. 102
1:0.0 P.M.
PSYCH. 108
9:00 A.M.
PSYCH. 111
9:00 A.M.
PSYCH. 112
9:00 A.M.
POL. SCI. 209
1:00 P.M.

[lEC 13,1982
[lEC 14,1982
[lEC 13,,1982
[lEC 17, 1982
[lEC 15,1982
[lEC 11, 1982
[lEC 13,1982
DEC 16, 1982
[lECI 11 , 1982
DEC I 17, 1982
DEC l l0,1982
[lECI 13, 1982
[lEC 13, 1982
[lECI 15, 1982
DECI 17, 1982
DEC I 15, 1982
[lEC' 11 , 1982
DEC113,1982
[lECI 17, 1982
DEC I 13, 1982
[lEC I 13, 1982
DECl 11 , 19fJ2
DEC 16, 1982
[lEC 17, 1982
DEC 17, 1982
[lEC 11, 1982
DEC 16,1982
DEC 14,1982
[lEC 13, 1982
[lEC 15f1982
[lEC 13, 1. 982
[lEC 15, 1982
[lEC 13, 1982
[lEC 16,1982
[lEC 11, 1982
[lEC 13, 1982
DEC 17, 1982

003-226
003-226
003-014
003-120COR-023
COF<-023
040-009
040-009
003-108
01f;J-00l
018-119
018-001
018-119
018-210D
01.8--'119
018-003
018-119
018-016B
003-108
003-108
003-109
003-109
00:3-109
003-106
003-100
003-106
003-108
00~5-1 09
003-106
003·-212
040-010
040-011
040-001
L.SB-350
'LSB ·-354
LSB-348
LSB-348

PSYCH. 210
PSYCH. 224
PSYCH. 311
PSYCH. 335
PSYCH. 351
PSYCH. 409
PSYCH. 417
PSYCH. 437
PSYCH.337
SQCIQLOGY 101
SPANISH 101 1-3
SPANISH 203 1-5
SPANISH 305
SPANISH 315 1
SPANISH'315 2
WORL[I LIT. 201 I
WORLD LIT. 20 1' I I
f

AReO STATION
460 Main St.
Collegeville. Pa.
489·9987

Official
inspection
Station

Til. Trapp.

Ri"..

Laundrollla'

753 Main St., Trappe
489·8382
Valet and Dry Cleaning Servlcef'

P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.

DEC
DEC
[lEC
DEC
DEC
[lEC
[lEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
[lEC
[lEC
DEC
DEC
[lEC

14,1982
i5,1982
13,1982
10,1982
17,1982
14,1982
13,1982
11,1982
16,1982
11, 1..9.82
16,1982
16,1982
13,1982
17, 1982
16,1982
17,1982
17, 1982

LSB-348
LSB-354
LSB-348
LSB-348
L.SB-354
LSB-350
LSB-330
LSB-348
LSB-LAB
_0..4~-001. ~

040-001
040-001
COR-023
040-009
018-016B
040-001
003-120

FINAL EXAMINATIONS ARE, FOR THE MOST PART, SCHEDULED
ACCORDING TO PATTERN MEETING TIMES. FINAL EXAMINATIONS
SHOULD BE ADMINISTERED AT THE TIME AND IN THE ROOM
GIVEN ABOVE. ANY POSSIBLE OMISSIONS AND/OR CORRECTlbNS
SHOULD BE PROMPTLY REPORTED TO THE REGISTRAR IN
CORSON HALL

r.-------~---------------------------

11 FORGET
I

THOSE LOCAL FAST-FOOD

VISIT US INSTEAD I II
~alebe 'Pan
.~
~

: STOPSI

,

........................................................................
Schrader's

1:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
J ... tOo
1:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
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~

"' ........................................................................ e

. BUY ONE DIP GET ONE FREE
with presentation of student 1.0 ..
and this ad
---------------------------------_~J
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Frostbu~g

Freezes
UC in ECAC Playoffs
by Scott Schemer '84
upper right-hand comer of the net and
This past Friday, the Ursinus Bears evened the score at 1-1. There was no
Soccer Team awoke to find themselves on a further scoring as the half ended in a
frigid soccer field in Frostburg, Maryland. frozen deadlock.
The team was competing in the ECAC
After taking a few minutes to thaw-out
Invitational Championship and after en- over the half-time intermission, V.C.
during a four-hour journey the day before returned psyched-up for the second period.
and "resting" in a warm hotel overnight, When play resumed, the Bears quickly
the lads were greeted by bone-chilling cold established themselves as the aggressor.
and intermittent snowstorms the next Once again Ursinus fell v;ctim to a quick
morning. However; Coach Walt Manning goal and Mary Washington led for the
managed to pull his squad together as they second time. U.C., by putting together
prepared to do battle with Mary Washing- potential scoring strikes, continued to put
ton College - a Jesuit school located pressure on their opponent. Then , to the
somewhere in the rolling hills of Virginia.
misfortune of the Bears, lightning struck
As the Bea~s took the field to warm up, o again as Mary Washington tallied for the
the winds whipped up and snow flurries third time. With the score standing at 3-1
began to blanket the frozen earth. It and less than 6 minutes left in the contest,
became apparent that each team would Ursinos was awarded a penalty shot. Tim
have to clash with mother nature as well as Howard took the free kick and placed a
its opponent. So, as both squads attempted low-liner into the left-hand corner of the
to stay warm and gain their composure, net to put Ursin us within striking distance
play commenced.
at 3-2. But for the Bears it was too little, too
In the early going, neither team was able late. When the final gun sounded, Ursinus
to dominate play. Ursinus took the offen- , found themselves on the sho~ end of a 3-2
sive, though, as they searched for an decision. _
The loss was especially tough for the
opening in the opposition's defense. Then,
about 12 minutes into the first half, Mary Ursinus senior soccer players as they
Washington turned the tables on U.C. were instrumental in building a winning
when they scored on a break-away, to take tradition for Ursinus Soccer. It is the
a 1-9 advantage. Shocked by the quick second consecutive year that Ursinus has
strike, Ursinus attempted to regroup. received a bid to the invitational championMounting a strong offensive that emerged ship and the second straight year that U.C.
about midway through the season, U.C. has come up one goal short. The Bears
pushed for the tying score. With less than outshot Mary Washington 15-5 over the
six minutes remaining in the period, Tim 'course of the game as they dominated play
Howard spotted Terry Junker circling for the most part. It seems as though fate
toward the goal. Junker received a pass has dealt Ursinus Soccer another frustratfrom Howard, dribbled a few steps, and ing setback in the big game.
unleashed a bullet. The shot found the
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State
over
Notre Dame
. by 10

Pitt
over
Army
by 27

Penn State
over
Notre Dame
by7

Pitt
over
army
by21 .

SMU
over
•Texas Tech
br_~~
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Georgia
over
Auburn
by7 .,

SMU
over
Texas Tech
by 14
,

Georgia
over
Auburn
by 10

SMU
over
,T exas Tech
by 35

Georgia
over
Auburn
by3

-~

Stanfora
over
UCLA
by9 ,.

EDITOR

Pitt
over
Army
by '18

after

'.

"Penn State to claim ##1 spot
trouncing Notre Dame this Weekend.
N.D. wUI be down after big victory
over Pitt and will show their tnJe
colors."

"Joe Antonio says SMU to cl'IlIh
Teus Tech due to explosive running
attack. Look for a 40 point margin, as
Mustangs Idck lOme taU."
-BlgAn

Field-Hockey ~nds
Season·at .500
by Jean Morrison '83
On Thursday, November 4, the field several opportunities late in the first half to
hockey team ended a rather dismal season take a 1-0 lead going into halftime.
by suffering a 2-0 defeat at the hands of
The second half was a fight between
Princeton, ranked twelfth nationally. The Princeton trying to put the game out of
loss dropped the Lady Bears record to reach, and Ursinus trying to tie up the
.500, with 10 wins and 10 losses. Ursinus, score. And as play progressed, it was
suffering a scoring drought, could not Princeton that won the battle with a little
muster a goal and, therefore, ended their help from the officials. Princeton scored on
season shutout.
a lofted ball in the area of a few Ursinus
Each team came out strong, but Prince- defender's heads, making it a questionable
ton was the strO'~ger team and qUIckly took goal as it seemed dangerous. However, the
control of the game. For the most part, the official did not view it as such, and gave the
first half was played in the ' Ursinus goal and a 2-0 lead to Princeton. Princeton
defensive end. However, there were times held on to take the game and the victory.
that Ursinus threatened. The combined
The J. V. squad ended their season with
passing skills of senior Sandy Signorino a 0-0 tie with Princeton; everyone played
an~ tUl!ior _Be!!lie P_~well set uE several well in a hard fought game which gave
threats to ,the Princeton goal. Pri~ceton, on them a final record of 15-3-3.
the other hand, capitalized on one of their
I

UCLA
over
·Stanford

I

Career Options Presented

~y3

The Ursinus College Business Economics Council will sponsor a presentation
on November 29, tentatively entitled
"Your First Job Is Not Your Last Job."
Edward Mahler of Bell of Pennsylvania,
Charles W. Soltis of Soltis Management
Services, and Charles Coqueron oJ Girard

Bank will be the three speakers representing line management, staff, and management recruiting. The presentation will be
moderated by Donald G. Stauffer of
American Telephone & Telegraph.
The program will begin promptly at 1:00
p.m. and go through 2:30 p.m.

Marzella's Pizza

~.~I.~

I

"

Penn Statt
over
Notre Dame
. by6

.

Mitchell lowers shoulder ,for Grizzly first down.

UCLA
over
Stanford
by4

"Georgia will retain their ##1 rank·
' Ing by handling SEC opponent Aabaia
Bershal Walker will run wUd on his
bid for the Belsman Trophy."

"Pitt will come back &om last week's
- .defeat and humiliate Army. The
Panthers will salvage what they can
now that the national championship is
out of their reach."
-SPORTS 1
.....

5th Avenue and Main Street
Collegevi lie '

~

-Steaks
-Zeps
-Stromboli
Tues. - Wed. - Thurs. - Sat.
11:00 to 11:00
Fri. -11:00 to 11:30
Sun. - 11:00 to 11:00

489-4946

;/IeatU 1tt«e44 e~
Se~~~e~
I

753 MAIN ST. - TRAPPE, PA. 1942~
phone 489-4321
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Gave the Champs a Scare

Grizzlies Drop Season Finale to Widener

QB Chri8 Mitchell drop8 back to pas8, u8ing the block of Joe Sawyers.

Bid for Third Consec~tive Title Fails

Harriers Take Second

by Jim Nowrey '83
If football games ended at the half,
Grizzlies walked off with a 3-0 lead.
Ursinus would have pulled off their biggest
The start of the second half saw Widener
upset in years. For thirty minutes, the . come out of the lockerroom like men
Grizzlies tackled, sacked, crushed and
possessed. On their ftrst possession Widener marched down the field literally
knocked the Pioneers of Widener all over
Patterson Field. Once again, the Bears
overpowering the Grizzlies defense. Piorelied on their defense. Linebackers Terry
neer QB Mangold's ten-yard run gave
Bazow and John Romano storming through
Widener a lead they would never relinthe Pioneers offensive line virtually unquish. Kicker Pulos' extra point attempt
scathed, defensive ends Lentz and Kelly
failed, but the Pioneers did not allow the
blocking the outside routes, the D-line
bears to capitalize on the mistake.
negating any Widener hopes of running
At 11:43 of the 4th quarter Widener
up the middle, and the defensive backs
again organized a drive that was capped by
separating Widener receivers from the
a one-yard plunge by fullback Mike
ball, all added up to zero points for
Foward. Back-up QB Guy ran the extra
Widener in the first half.
point attempt in, giving the Pioneers a 14-3
Unfortunately for Ursinus, Widener's
lead. From that point on until 46 seconds
defense also came to play football, and the
left in the game (40 yard pass Guy to
Bears were unable to mount any serious
Bums), the Bears stiffled the Pioneers
thre~ts. The Pioneers shut down the Bears
offense as the Pioneers defense shut-down
as handily as the Grizzlies were putting the
the Bears.
clamps on them. Only once did Widener
At the end of the game, the score was
21-3, but it was not indicat1\1e of how the
falter with the Bears seizing the opportunity. Midway through the second period . Grizzlies had played. Except for 2 drives
U.C., with the aid of a Widener penalty
and a last minute pass, the Bears
(unsportsmanlike conduct) .drove to the succeeded in battling the defending 1981
Pioneers 24 yard line. That is as far as they
NCAA Division ill National champions.
went, as Widener's defense once again
With the loss of only seven seniors and a
became as permeable as a rock. Jim
bevy of upcoming and highly talented
Chupien's 40 yard field goal on 4th down
underclassmen, the Ursin us Bears should
split the uprights, producing the only
prove to be a team that will be respected
points in the half. When the gun sounded
and feared in the next year's 1983 season.
signaling the end of the first half the

in MAC Meet
by DOUR- Nevins '85
Second place would have satisfied most by three miles and just ~ung in the rest of
teams in the 21 school Middle Atlantic the way to claim the victory.
Conference cross country championships
Said Coach Symons, · 'It was just a
last Saturday. Ursinus was not one of those matter of their group of runners getting too
teams, however.
far ahead of our group. We got discouCoach Dave Symon's Bearpack had set raged, and once the Haverford guys
their sights on an unprecedented third realized they had a shot at winning, you
straight MAC title, and come race day, could see their intensity that they were
they felt equal to the task. Unfortunately, determined not to let the opportunity slip
Haverford rudely interrupted those plans, by."
and when the dust cleared Ursinus found
Meanwhile, in the individual race,
themselves in the unaccustomed position Brown and Haverford's All-American Mike
Sheely turned it into a two man Quel as
of bridesmaid.
Individually, the Bears junior co-captain they broke away from the other runners at
Neil Brown finished second in the 136 man the halfway point. Brown had already
field, running an extremely fast 25:23 over beaten Sheely earlier in the year, but this
the 8000 meter Memorial Lake State Park time Sheely got his revenge as he surged at
four miles and never relinquished his lead,
course.
It was apparent before the race that with Brown settling for second.
Despite the loss, the rest of the Bearpack
Haverford and Ursinus were far and away
the class of the field. All sea~on the two still fared well as they placed live more
teams had destroyed the MAC opponents runners in the top 22. Snyder led with his
each had faced and it \0\ as clear the other 16th place finish, followed closely by
Nevins, Gelhard, Graeff, and Fertig in 19th
schools would be vying for third.
When the gun fired signalling the start, through 22nd place and Doyle in 27th.
Haverford sent all seven of their men to the
Next week the Bears travel to the same
front. Ursinus, on the other hand, started course for the NCAA Mideast Regional
out slow with only Brown among the meet. The top four teams advance to the
leaders. Sophomores Mike ~nyder, Doug nationals, and Ursinus has a good shot at
Nevins, John Gelhard, Al Fertig, and qualifying for a third successive year.
seniors Paul Graeff and John Doyle
According to Symons, "Now that we
planned to pick their \o\ay through the tield have a week's experience on the course we
as the race progressed and wait for should be able to substantially cut down
Haverford runners to come back to them. our times. There's no reason we can't place
This strategy backfired, though, as five guys in the top 30, and if we do that,
Haverford built up an insurmountable lead chances are we will qualify for nationals . "

GOOD PROTECTION ••• Brian McCloskey sets up to pas81n game vel'81l8 Widener.
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The Grizzly is looking for writers to
........ cover the winter sports season. We
need individuals with some knowledge
of the following sports: Men's and
Women's basketball, wrestling, bad-

minton, gymnastics and men's and
women's swimming/diving.
~
Anyone interested should contact ~
Drew Pecora at 489-6592 (NMD 204C) ~
as soon as possible for assignments.
~
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